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Introduction Introduction 

What is the prosody? What is the prosody? 
(Merriam (Merriam -- Webster, H.N. Teodorescu)Webster, H.N. Teodorescu)

ØØ the rhythm and intonation aspects of a languagethe rhythm and intonation aspects of a language
ØØ a communication manner which includes the a communication manner which includes the 

attitude, the emotions attitude, the emotions 

What is the emotion?What is the emotion?
ØØ A motivationA motivation--related answer adapted to the related answer adapted to the 

social environment.social environment.



What researchers said about What researchers said about 
emotions?emotions?

ØØ Emotions characterized a progressive Emotions characterized a progressive 
smooth transitions (Schlosberg, 1954).smooth transitions (Schlosberg, 1954).

ØØ For understanding emotional vocal For understanding emotional vocal 
communication, it is necessary a communication, it is necessary a 
combination of production and perception combination of production and perception 
studies of emotions (Scherer, 1991).studies of emotions (Scherer, 1991).

ØØ Emotions are: psychology state, a Emotions are: psychology state, a 
physiology state, a cognitive process? (V. physiology state, a cognitive process? (V. 
AubergeAuberge, Prosodies et emotion), Prosodies et emotion)



Speculative hypotheses (H.N. Teodorescu)Speculative hypotheses (H.N. Teodorescu)

ØØ The same emotion is represented differently The same emotion is represented differently 
in presence of different interlocutors, in presence of different interlocutors, 
depending on the relationship the speaker depending on the relationship the speaker 
has with the interlocutor.has with the interlocutor.

ØØ The set of characteristics includes duration The set of characteristics includes duration 
of phonemes, duration of pauses, pitch of phonemes, duration of pauses, pitch 
trajectory, including the first formants, trajectory, including the first formants, 
moreover the higher formants, the subtle moreover the higher formants, the subtle 
mixture of linear and nonlinear processes of mixture of linear and nonlinear processes of 
speech generation.speech generation.



Emotional speech databasesEmotional speech databases

ØØ Recordings with emotions produced by the Recordings with emotions produced by the 
“normal” speakers or by actors. “normal” speakers or by actors. 

ØØ The sentence are selected from news, The sentence are selected from news, 
papers or depending of the goal of the papers or depending of the goal of the 
emotional database.emotional database.

ØØ The recordings required technical and The recordings required technical and 
documentation protocols.documentation protocols.

ØØ The database are validated and after  the The database are validated and after  the 
analysis can be start.  analysis can be start.  



The Greek emotional databaseThe Greek emotional database
ØØ The study was oriented towards the evaluation The study was oriented towards the evaluation 

of the simulated emotional states by free of the simulated emotional states by free 
answers (86.9%) and false answers (89.6%).  answers (86.9%) and false answers (89.6%).  

ØØ The goal of this research was to improve the The goal of this research was to improve the 
naturalness of synthesized voice.naturalness of synthesized voice.

ØØ The recordings were made in three different The recordings were made in three different 
contexts:contexts:
-- in order to reflect the reaction of the speaker to a in order to reflect the reaction of the speaker to a 
concrete stimulus (authentic emotion);concrete stimulus (authentic emotion);
-- preparing the environment in order to help preparing the environment in order to help 
psychologically the speaker to simulate the indicated psychologically the speaker to simulate the indicated 
emotion;emotion;
-- simulating the emotions only by imagining a context. simulating the emotions only by imagining a context. 



The German emotional The German emotional 
database database 

ØØ The emotions are: anger, happiness, fear, The emotions are: anger, happiness, fear, 
sadness, disgust, boredom and neutral tone. sadness, disgust, boredom and neutral tone. 
The validation commission recognized 80% of The validation commission recognized 80% of 
the simulated emotional states. the simulated emotional states. 

ØØ It contains:It contains:
-- results of the perception tests results of the perception tests 
-- results of measuring the fundamental results of measuring the fundamental 
frequency, the energy, the duration, the intensity frequency, the energy, the duration, the intensity 
and the rhythm. and the rhythm. 



The Danish emotional database The Danish emotional database 
ØØ The emotions are happiness, surprise, sadness, The emotions are happiness, surprise, sadness, 

anger and neutral tone. They were correctly anger and neutral tone. They were correctly 
recognized in a proportion of 67%. recognized in a proportion of 67%. 

ØØ The database contains information about the The database contains information about the 
profile of the speaker and the questionnaire. profile of the speaker and the questionnaire. 

ØØ The happiness state was mostly confused with The happiness state was mostly confused with 
surprise and the sadness state was confused surprise and the sadness state was confused 
with the neutral tone. with the neutral tone. 



The Spanish emotional database The Spanish emotional database 
ØØ The emotions are: happiness, desire, fear, fury, The emotions are: happiness, desire, fear, fury, 

surprise, sadness and disgust.surprise, sadness and disgust.

ØØ The goal was to describe a useful methodology in The goal was to describe a useful methodology in 
the validation of the simulated emotional states.  the validation of the simulated emotional states.  
The results are useful in generating synthesized The results are useful in generating synthesized 
speech with emotion. speech with emotion. 

ØØ The analyzed parameters were the fundamental The analyzed parameters were the fundamental 
frequency trajectory, the time, the rhythm and the frequency trajectory, the time, the rhythm and the 
energy. They represented graphically the wave energy. They represented graphically the wave 
form and the pitch contour.form and the pitch contour.



The methodologyThe methodology

ØØ Recording protocolRecording protocol
ØØ The emotional speech databaseThe emotional speech database
ØØ Processing tools used in the analysisProcessing tools used in the analysis

-- PraatPraat
-- KlattKlatt analyzeranalyzer
-- GoldWaveGoldWave
-- WaspWasp



RecordingRecording protocolprotocol
ØØ The speaker signed an informed consent in The speaker signed an informed consent in 

accordance with to the Protection of Human accordance with to the Protection of Human 
Subjects Protocol to the U.S. Food and Drug Subjects Protocol to the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration and with Ethical Principles of the Administration and with Ethical Principles of the 
Acoustical Society of America for Research Acoustical Society of America for Research 
Involving Human Subjects.Involving Human Subjects.

ØØ The database contains two types of protocols, The database contains two types of protocols, 
namely the recording technical protocol and the namely the recording technical protocol and the 
recording documentation protocol.recording documentation protocol.



The emotional speech databaseThe emotional speech database
ØØ short sentences ; sadness, happiness, anger and neutral short sentences ; sadness, happiness, anger and neutral 

tone. tone. 
The sentences are: The sentences are: 

1. 1. Vine mamaVine mama. (Mother is coming) . (Mother is coming) 
2. 2. Cine a Cine a facutfacut astaasta. (Who did that?) . (Who did that?) 
3. 3. Ai Ai venitvenit iariar la minela mine. (You came back to me). (You came back to me)
4. 4. AsearaAseara. . (Yesterday evening).(Yesterday evening).

ØØ The emotion confusion matrix identified by more than 67% The emotion confusion matrix identified by more than 67% 
listenerslisteners

ØØ The sentences were annotated using the The sentences were annotated using the PraatPraat at several at several 
levels: phoneme, syllable, word and sentence.levels: phoneme, syllable, word and sentence.



Annotation for the sentence Annotation for the sentence 
Vine mamaVine mama



ProcessingProcessing toolstools (I)(I)
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ProcessingProcessing toolstools (II)(II)
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Results for happiness compared Results for happiness compared 
with sadness stateswith sadness states
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Results for joy compared with furry Results for joy compared with furry 
statesstates
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Results (III)Results (III)
ØØ The accentuated vowels (like the vowel ”i” from The accentuated vowels (like the vowel ”i” from 

the word “vine” and the vowel “a”, first ”a” from the word “vine” and the vowel “a”, first ”a” from 
the word “mama”) don’t offer important the word “mama”) don’t offer important 
information compared with non information compared with non -- accentuated accentuated 
vowels (vowel ”e” from the word “vine’ and vowel vowels (vowel ”e” from the word “vine’ and vowel 
“a”, the last from the word “mama”).“a”, the last from the word “mama”).

ØØ The vowel “i” from the word “vine” has random The vowel “i” from the word “vine” has random 
values of the formants; therefore, it does not values of the formants; therefore, it does not 
help in the emotion recognition.help in the emotion recognition.



Results (IV)Results (IV)
ØØ The obtained values for the F0 formant for The obtained values for the F0 formant for 

all the persons decrease in happiness all the persons decrease in happiness 
compared with the sadness state. compared with the sadness state. 

ØØ The obtained values of the formants F1 The obtained values of the formants F1 
and F2, for the vowel “a” (the first “a” from and F2, for the vowel “a” (the first “a” from 
the word “mama”) have the tendency to the word “mama”) have the tendency to 
decrease in happiness compared with decrease in happiness compared with 
sadness state.sadness state.



Results (V)Results (V)

ØØ The happiness from sadness states and The happiness from sadness states and 
fury from sadness states can be fury from sadness states can be 
distinguished in all cases.distinguished in all cases.

ØØ The happiness from fury states is difficult The happiness from fury states is difficult 
to distinguished in all cases. to distinguished in all cases. 

ØØ The emotional intraThe emotional intra--speaker states can be speaker states can be 
clearly distinguished but we cannot specify clearly distinguished but we cannot specify 
the emotional interthe emotional inter--speaker states.speaker states.



Information siteInformation site
http://http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_languagewww.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language

http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language
http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language


Sentences simulating emotional states Sentences simulating emotional states 
of mindof mind



Sentences simulating happiness Sentences simulating happiness 
statestate



Examples of soundsExamples of sounds

ØØ 123456f 123456f –– happiness state happiness state 

ØØ 01312f 01312f –– sadness statesadness state

ØØ 263315m 263315m –– fury statefury state

ØØ 12312m 12312m –– neutral toneneutral tone



Discussions and conclusionsDiscussions and conclusions
ØØWe have indicated a methodology to choose a We have indicated a methodology to choose a 

stable section of the vowels for the analysis stable section of the vowels for the analysis 
and to compare different analyzers results in and to compare different analyzers results in 
order to improve consistency in order to improve consistency in 
measurements.measurements.

ØØ No tool provides irrefutable results.No tool provides irrefutable results.
ØØ The most informative prosodic feature is the The most informative prosodic feature is the 

pitch for sentences uttered with manifested pitch for sentences uttered with manifested 
emotions.emotions.

ØØ This conclusion is similar with the results  This conclusion is similar with the results  
reported for other languages.reported for other languages.



Further workFurther work

ØØMore statistical data (more subjects);More statistical data (more subjects);

ØØ Automatic classifier;Automatic classifier;
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The statistical resultsThe statistical results
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Thank you!Thank you!


